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THE ONE THING THAT BELONGS TO YOU ALONE

On nights like these, sleep doesn’t come easily. Eyes 
open, I lie on my narrow single bed with its thin 
sponge mattress. Motionless in the dark. Not even 
the metal legs of the bed creaking. Now and again, 
the light from a drone streaks across the ceiling. 
Distant gunshots and the rattle of army vehicles 
sound. Nearby, I hear one of the other guys in the 
barracks snoring lightly. I wish I too can disappear 
into a blissful dream, but my mind remains alert.

Alert.
There’s a word for you.
“Stay alert, troop!” How many times during our 

training did Torsten bark those words at us? Sergeant 
Torsten, I should probably say. Our section leader. 
“Stop your lame-arse pissing about!”

“But, Sergeant.”
“Does it look like I want to engage in a deep and 

meaningful conversation with you, troop?”
“No, Sarge. But, Sarge, I can’t any more, Sarge,” I 

cried on one of those days, struggling through a field 
of mud with a tarred pole balanced across my shoul-
der, forcing me to my knees with every step I took. 
Until the weight of the pole eventually cut me down, 
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delivering a last humiliating blow against my back 
and pushing me into the black mud as I collapsed.

“Get up, Eliam!” Torsten shouted, hovering above 
me.

The spit made strands in my mouth. “I can’t, 
Sarge.”

“You’re letting your comrades down. Is that what 
you want to do?”

“No, Sarge.”
“Then why are you lying there panting like an 

incontinent ox? Are you a weakling?”
“No, Sarge.”
“I’ll crush a useless clod like you. On your feet. 

Now!”
“I can’t.”
“You can if I say you can.”
“I can’t.”
“Do you want me to flush you from the Pro-

gramme?”
“No, Sarge.”
“It will give me the greatest pleasure.”
“Please don’t, Sarge.”
“What? Are you denying me some pleasure, Eliam?”
“I ... uhm ... Of course not, Sarge, but ...” I stuttered 

as I tried to find the right answer.
“Idiot!” Torsten spat on me. “Hoist up your bones, 

grab that sodding pole, and run.”
“I can’t, Sarge.”
“Listen, you udder wipe, today I’m going to kick 

your arse in more than two ways. This is only the 
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beginning.” His boot landed on the pole on my back. 
My face sunk deeper into the mud. Some of the cold 
wetness pushed up into my nose. My mouth fell open 
as I gasped for breath. That was a mistake. Some of 
the mud entered my mouth. It peeled past my teeth 
and down my throat. Suddenly, I choked. Desperately, 
I raised my head. My chest shuddered. I tried spitting 
out the mud. A stream of puke mingled with the mud 
and slime, shooting out of my mouth in yellow 
strands. Some of the acidity splashed across my face, 
burning my skin.

Torsten’s mocking laugh boomed across the 
training ground. 

“Will somebody help this shit bag,” he said to the 
other guys who were standing around, silently 
watching us this whole time. 

One guy stepped forward. Diesel. With his pole 
still balanced across his shoulder, he kneeled beside 
me. His loose hand pressed between my shoulder 
blades and the heavy tarred pole, grabbing hold of it 
tightly. Hup, he made a throaty sound, raising the 
pole off my back all on his own and tossing it aside. 
Before I could thank him, he promptly turned and 
walked away.

Slowly, I struggled to my feet. All my comrades’ 
eyes were on me. Did they loathe me, or were they 
sorry for me? I couldn’t be sure. At seventeen, the 
uncertainty still lies just below your skin. Perhaps 
they knew it could’ve happened to anyone of them as 
well. But it didn’t. It happened to me.
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Suddenly, Torsten rushed towards me, grabbing 
me around the neck. “You and I will have a little chat 
when we’re done here,” he hissed in my ear.

I nodded. I let myself down. I let the Force down. 
Disappointed, I lowered my eyes and stared at the 
pool of vomit next to my boots.

Later that very afternoon, Torsten took me back 
to the training field. This time it was only the two of 
us. The vomit was still lying there. Now with a darker 
tinge, after mixing with the mud.

“Drink it!” Torsten ordered.
“Sarge?”
The word had barely left my lips, when he kicked 

my feet out from under me, trampling my head into 
the muddy yellow liquid.

“Drink!”
That was but one incident, one day at the start of 

our training. It was the day when a faint voice at the 
back of my mind asked: Is what happened here 
justified?

I tried to suppress that small voice. Who are you, 
Eliam, to dare ask such a question? Shame on you!

Since that day, I don’t plough through the mud as 
I used to when we set off running with tarred poles, 
rocks, or heavy-laden backpacks. Now, it is almost a 
year later. My body changed. It became more mus-
cular, able to take the knocks Torsten dishes out 
because he – Torsten – didn’t change.
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In the beginning, there were thirty of us. As the train-
ing progressed, one after the other dropped out, until 
today, when there are a mere six of us left. It is these 
six who are here with me in the barracks tonight. The 
other twenty-four? Who knows what happened to 
them.

Two are dead. Of that we are certain – we saw it 
happening. A third’s back was broken. He is disabled 
now. 

It was all Torsten’s doing.
But we’re not allowed to talk about them.
That’s how the Programme works.

At first, all thirty of us lived in the Residence and grew 
up there. Grey and cold. Always cold. Beds lined up, 
six per room. Gleaming floors we had to keep shiny 
ourselves. Water, soap, and polish. The whole place 
reeked of it. Soap and floor polish. Discipline was a 
prerequisite from a very early age – drilled into us by 
our mothers.

But I had an inquisitiveness inside me from child-
hood. That’s why I slipped away from the group once, 
to see what lay outside the Residence. Was I about 
ten, perhaps eleven years old then? It doesn’t really 
matter. That day, I sneaked past the classrooms, the 
chapel, the kitchen, and our mothers’ quarters. Un-
no t iced, I ascended the forbidden stairs, in the fur-
thest wing of the building. There was no light on. I 
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had to go by touch, feeling my way up. The wooden 
railing under my hand, sticky and covered in dust, as 
if nobody ever went there. At the top of the stairs, 
there was a door. Surely it would be locked, I thought. 
But it wasn’t. I fiddled with the handle for a while, 
then finally, the lock slipped open. A door to another 
world. With bated breath, I stepped out onto the 
Residence’s rooftop. A chilly wind nearly knocked me 
back. The densely packed clouds were high above me. 
It was fantastic to witness, despite the cold. To draw 
near the edge of the building and look down on the 
city.

Colonia.
Angular and devoid of colour, except for the red 

flags. In the far-off distance, grey factories with chim-
neys and swirling smoke. A river with hazy bridges. 
Dreary apartment blocks with black windows. Closer 
to the Residence, with its solid ring wall and heavy 
metal gate, patrolled by guards in black uniforms, 
motionless trees, stripped bare, lined the sidewalks. 
Solitary figures, shrunken back in their coats, walked 
the streets with lowered heads. Or rather scurried, 
like anxious rats. Those with kids held their children’s 
hands tightly. The children followed, also hurrying 
along with downcast eyes. 

And I wondered why these people seemed so 
terrified. Surely, the Force was there to protect them 
– to protect us all. 
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